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DENTING POINTS IN BOCHNER L^-SPACES1

BOR-LUH LIN AND PEI-KEE LIN

ABSTRACT. A characterization of denting points in the unit balls of Lp(ß, X),

1 < p < oo, is given. This characterization is compared to similar known

results concerning strongly extreme points and extreme points.

It is known [Su] that if / £ Lp(ß,X), 1 < p < oo, satisfies that ||/|| = 1 and,
for almost all í in the support of /, the element /(í)/||/(í)|| is an extreme point

in the unit ball of X, then / is an extreme point in the unit ball óf LP(p,X).

The converse was established, with some restrictions on the measure space, first

for separable dual spaces [Su] and then for all separable spaces [Jl]; just recently

[G4] the restrictions on measure space were removed. However, there exists [G3]

a nonseparable Banach space X for which the converse does not hold. For the

strongly extreme and strongly exposed points, the natural conditions on the values

of / are known to be necessary [G2] for / to be such an extreme point in the unit

ball of Lp(ß,X). These natural conditions are also sufficient for strongly extreme

points [Sl] and sufficient for strongly exposed points [GI] whenever X is smooth.

We refer to [S2] for a summary of these and related results.

Recall that an element x in X is a denting point of the unit ball if ||i|| = 1 and

x ^ co(M(x,e)) for all e > 0 where M(x,e) — {y £ X: \\y\\ < 1 and \\x - y\\ > e}.

A Banach space X is said to have property (G) if every point of the unit sphere is a

denting point of the unit ball of X. For the relationships between property (G) and

other geometric properties of X, see [F-G]. In this paper, we continue our study

on denting points [L-L]. The main result of the paper is the following theorem.

THEOREM l. Let X be any Banach space, f is a denting point in the unit ball

of Lp(ß,X), 1 < p < oo, if and only if ||/|| = 1 and, for almost all t in the support

of f, the element /(t)/||/(t)|| is a denting point of the unit ball of X.

PROOF. Assume that /, ||/|| = 1, is not a denting point in the unit ball of

Lp(ß,X).   Then there exist e > 0 and sequences (a™)£L"J and (/„) such that

||/„|| <1, ||/-/„

Since Ef=1arll/,(
> e, a.

N„> 0, Ef=i < = 1, and || Zi=i a?fi ~ /II < l/m

LP(p)

= 0   inLp(ß).
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Otherwise, by uniform convexity of Lp(ß), there exists 6 > 0 such that

N„

E«r/i(-)
¿=i

- 2

N„

Earn^(-)ii +
¿=i

¡v„

E«¿=iirp(/i)

for infinitely many m. This contradicts the fact that

Nm

E«r/i(-)

< i-«
L'(ß)

lim
m—»oo

¿=1 Lp

So

Let

JV„

hm Earil/*(-)ll = ll/(-)ll    in¿p(M).
1=1

Mm,e = {»: ftm ̂  0 and || ||/t(-)|| - ||/(-)ll ||lp(m) > «>■•

Since Lp(p) is uniformly convex (so every element with norm 1 is a denting point

of the unit ball), one can verify that

lim     y   of = 0.
m-*aa    *—*       %

ieMmit

Let

f(t)_ifn(t) if ll/n(*)ll<  11/(011,
MJ~lll/WII/»(t)/ll/»WII    otherwise.

Clearly, »/„(•)-/„(Oil < I ll/n(-)H-11/(0111-So

lim
m—>oo

N„

E°rn/i(o-/i(-¿=i Lv'ß)

<   lim
m—>oo

<£.

E «ni/¿(0-/<(-
¿€Mm,E

+

LP(M)

E orii/*(o-/<(-
¿<£Mm,£ ¿p(aO,

¿V„
Since £ is arbitrary, we have linim^oo ^¿="i arll/¿(0 _ /¿(Oil = 0 and

N„

hm E°r/»=/-
¿=1

If ||/i - /¿ll < e/2, then ||/¿ - /|| > ||/< - /|| - ||/¿ - /¿|| > e/2. On the other hand,
if ||/i -/ill > e/2, then

||/.||p < ll/tf - (e/2)p < 1 - (e/2)? = (1 - ¿)p

(because ||/s(-)|| = ||/i(OII + (ll/<(OII - ll/»(0ID) and ||/ - /<|| > 6. So ||/ - /-|| >
min(£/2,6) > 0. The proof of Theorem 2 in [L-L] shows that there is a subset B

of the supp/ with positive measure such that /(t)/||/(t)|| is not a denting point in
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the unit ball of X for almost all t £ B. To prove the converse direction, let An,mj

denote the set

x £ X: \\x\\ — 1 and there exist xx,x2,... ,x2* £ M ( x,

such that
1   2"

¿=i

i
< —

m

If x, ||x|| = 1, is not a denting point of the unit ball, then 3/Vm3n such that x £

An,m,i- Clearly, A„jm,¡ is relatively open in the unit sphere of X, and An,m+X¿ Ç

An,m,i Q An+i,m,i Ç An+X^m^+X. Let / be an element in Lp(ß,X) such that

11/11 = 1 and

{t: t £ supp/ and /(i)/||/(<)!l is n°t a denting point of the unit ball of X}

= (í£supp/:/(í)/||/(í)l|e|J  fi   iJA^m,i)
( l—lm=ln=l )

has positive measure. Hence, there exists L such that

L     oo     oo ^

{t e supp/: /(i)/||/(OII G U H   U A«.-.' |
(=lm=ln=l J

(oo     oo 1

t e supp/: /(t)/||/(t)|| £ fi   U A^m,L \ = B
m=ln=l J

has positive measure. Let

Bn,m = {te supp/: f(t)/\\f(t)\\ £ An,m,¿}.

Then B = f£=i UrT=i Bn,m- Since B Ç (J~=1 BB.m Ç supp/ and p(B) > 0 for
each mo there exists no such that

/ ll/(0llpd/i>^/ ||/(0llpd/i = ">0.
J Bna,m0 JB

(Note: Bntm Ç ßn+1>m.) Given M > 0, let m0 = max(10M, 10L). Let B(x,e)
denote the set

B(x,e) = {y: ||y-x|| < e}.

If yo £ ß(x, l/m0) D An0)mo ^ 0, there exist zx,z2,..., z2*0 £ M(y0, l/L) such

that

\\yo-Zi\\>l/L       Vi = l,2,...,2"°

and
inn

1
2/0 - sr- > . ¡a   <2"o ¿-i

¿=i
m0

Hence, if y £ 5(x, 1/mo), then ||y - zt\\ > l/L - 2/mo > 8/10L and
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Since / € Lp(ß, X), we may assume that the range of/ is separable. Let {yx, y2,...,

yn,...} be a dense subset of the range. If jB(y¿/||y¿||, l/mo)nAn0im0iL -¿ 0, then let

2»,i) zi,2, ■■-, 2¿,2no be 2n° elements in the unit ball such that if y £ ¿?(y¿/||yi||, l/mo)

then \\y - zid \\ > 8/10L for j = 1,2,..., 2n° and

2"o

y ~ 55? E *»•*'
J=l

1

For fixed í € supp/, let ¿ be the first k such that /(t)/||/(i)|| £ S(yfc/||yfc||, l/mo).
Then let

/ (*\ _ //(*) if í ^supp/or 5(y¿/||y¿||,l/mo)nAno,m0iL = 0,
/iW ~ I B/(*)ll«y    otherwise.

Clearly /_,-, j = 1,2,..., 2n°, is measurable and ||/j - /|| > 8a/10L, and

2n0 E /»'     / <
l_

M'

So / is not a denting point of the unit ball of Lp(ß,X).

Recall that an element x of the unit sphere of a Banach space X is a strongly

extreme point of the unit ball if and only if for every £ > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such

that the conditions ||x ± z\\ < 1 + 6 imply \\z\\ < e. In other words, if x is not a

strongly extreme point of the unit ball then there exists e > 0 such that x is in the

closure of {\(yi + y2): yi,y2 £ M(x,e)}. We have the following corollary to the

proof of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 2 [G2]. Iff is a strongly extreme point of the unit ball ofLp(ß, X),
then for almost all t in the support of f, the element f(t)/\\ f(t)\\ is a strongly

extreme point of the unit ball of X.

The following theorem is a strengthening of Theorem 2 in [J2] when the set T

is the strongly exposed points of the unit ball of X.

THEOREM 3. Let T be a set of norm one elements in X and let S denote the

set of all functions in Lp(p,X), 1 < p < oo, such that f = Yl^=i xjXaj, ||/|| = 1

and Xj/\\xj\\ is in T. If the unit ball of X is the closed convex hull ofT, then the

unit ball of Lp(ß,X) is the closed convex hull of S.

PROOF. Let g be an element of the unit ball of Lp(p,X) and let £ > 0 be
given. Without loss of generality assume ||gj| = 1 and g is a simple function, say

g = J2iLiwi^Ai- By hypothesis, each tü¿/||t<;¿|| is in co(T) for i = 1, ...,m and
hence there exist n and n elements zi,... ,zn in T such that, for each i = 1,...,m,

elements y ■   for j = 1,... ,n may be chosen from {zi,..., zn} such that

(*)

i   "-Ei4
j=i

M Wj

\Wi\
<£.
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.«For each j = 1,..., n, let fj = YaLi ll^illîy Xa¿ and note that fj is an element of

S. By computing, it follows that

1   n m    I 1     n

,(.0 ttfc

¿=1 J'=l

= E/    iki^E^-

<
m r.

E/ £PIKIpdp   by (*)

= e* since ||g|| = 1

X*

w. dß

and hence g is in co(S). This completes the proof.

The authors wish to thank the referee for improving the exposition of the paper.
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